Practical Mental Wellbeing Guide

You can overcome your limiting beliefs
The opinions we form about ourselves, others and the world around us create our limiting
beliefs and what we think we can and cannot do and form the foundation of our expectations
in life.
Our limiting beliefs become generalised and recreate our own reality. They keep us trapped
within a world based on perceptions rather than facts and prevent us from growing awareness
and developing in life.
Limiting beliefs fall into one or more of the following categories:
●
●
●
●
●

I do/don’t – How we define ourselves.
“I don’t want to ask for what I want because I might get rejected”.
I can’t – Self-image and self-efficacy.
“I can’t tell the truth because I may get judged”.
I should/shouldn’t – Self-judgment and even self-shame.
“I should get married by the age of 30”.
I am/am not – What we are or are not.
“I am not clever enough”.
Others are/will – Who other people are and what we assume they are thinking.
“Other people don’t care enough about me/won’t help me”.

Beliefs are not facts! Free up your rational mind and explore beyond the boundaries of your
limiting beliefs that impact on your happiness and fulfilment.

5 Steps to Overcome your Limiting Beliefs

Step 1: Write your limiting beliefs down and question them.
Are you positive they are true?
Step 2: Consider the consequences of your limiting beliefs. These are beliefs, not facts!
Are they helping you or preventing you to get what you want most in life?
Step 3: Make a firm decision to change through commitment and motivation.
Are you sufficiently motivated and commited to make this change?
Step 4: Replace your limiting beliefs with new beliefs.
Align your beliefs with what you want in life.
Step 5: Strengthen your new empowering beliefs and act as if they are true.
Write them down, read them as often as possible and visualise them until they become your reality.
For more resources and counselling support visit www.thesignificantyou.org

